Title word cross-reference

(1 + 1) \[Ikl94\]. 1 + 1 \[WF90\]. \(1/2\) [Bre88]. 2 [BCG+05, DB15, HS92].
2(3n)!/((n + 1)!/(2n + 1)!) \[Ze92\]. $20.95$
[Ano96a]. $24.00$ [Ano96c]. $29.00$
[Ano96e]. $34.00$ [Ano96d]. $49.00$
[Ano98a]. $49.95$
[Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano03a, Ano04]. 6 [Chi93a]. $64.95$ [Ano98b]. $69.00$ [Ano96f].
$695$ [Ano90]. 7 [Chi93a]. 8 [Alu91]. \((R)\) [LS04]. \(S\) [Lav91]. \(C^1\) [GHC92]. \(K\) [Tar92].
\(D\) [DVL89, PFG06]. \(d/dx\) [Ano95b, Str94a].
\(D_4(q)\) [GP92]. \(e\) [Oka92]. \(E_6\) [FJ93]. \(E_7\) [FJ93]. \(F\) [GH94]. \(FE\) [Zir94]. \(G_2(q)\) [HS92].
\(III\) [Car90]. \(\int_0^\infty y^2 \leq K(\int_0^\infty |y|) \max(0, \infty) |y''|\) [BK94]. \(j\) [Alu91]. \(jj\) [GF02]. \(k(2, q)\) [KU03].
\(K(X)\) [AGR94]. \(\lambda\) [VMRA14]. \(LU\) [CES94].
\(m(\lambda)\) [BEEK94]. \(N\) [VC88, Mc97, ENS92, Ze92]. \(O(3)\) [LLLL94]. \(||\) [Sie93]. \(PGL(2, k)\) [Sid94].
\(PGL_2(p)\) [Mal93]. \(PSL_2(p)\) [Mal93]. \(q\) [Déc93, Gar99b, GP92, Koo93]. \(Q(t)\) [Mal93]. \(R^2\) [LLLL94]. \(R^n\) [PG03]. \(S\) [Vol93].
\(||\) [JKP98, PS95]. \(x^5 + ax + b\) [SW94b]. \(z\) [WyW93].

- analogue [Koo93]. - blocks [HS92].
-transformations [WyW93].

0 [CT96, Ryb98]. 0-387-94512-1 [CT96]. 0-387-94630-6 [Ryb98].

1 [CT96]. 10th [Ano00a, Gar99a, Glo91, Mad92]. 125 [Con92]. 13th [Ano00a, HR92]. 14 [MP10]. 15 [Fos11]. 17 [ECTB+, MP12, Pos13]. 17-21 [GW00].


3 [Ano96f]. 3-j [Lai94]. 3.0 [Bra96]. 33rd [Tod07]. 38.50 [Ano96b]. 4th [Ano02a, Lum93, dN93].

4 [B+98, Bra96, CT97, RM97, Ano96e]. 48.00 [Ano96b]. 4th [Ano02a, Lum93, dN93]. 5) [Tan99]. 5th [Car96, Ano97d].

6 [Her01, Ryb98, vRFS+00]. 6-j [Lai94]. 6.0 [EHR+96]. 60.00 [Ano97a]. 6th [Mal01, Bod01].

7 [Ano01, Cor02, MGH+01, Wat01a, Wat01b]. 7.0 [Was02]. 7th [S+01, SwADS07, Cha90b].

8 [Fos11, MGH+02a, MGH+02b, Sch03b, Wat02a, Wat02b, Wat02c]. '83 [vH83]. '86 [Cha86]. '88 [Gia89]. '89 [Con89]. 895 [BC09]. 8th [Cha91].


= [Gom90].


Algebra [ADG+01, AV02, Ano97d, Ano03b, Asl96, Aue09, Aue11, Bag95, BEJ95, BMW94, BB92b, C+84a, Con92, DST88, DPV14, Edw95, E+92, EJLS96, FS95, GMV00, GCL92, HWH91, Hog07, HH95, Joh93, Kep01, Kne94, M+94, Mal06, Mur94, Par97a, Pre00, Sch99b, Sch01a, Sch03a, Sco5, Sid94, SVV95.

C

Calculating [Zir94]. Calculation [GU93, OS95, Vui93, WY93, ABF14, JL94, SD10, Vin91, J991]. Calculations [Dav88, KMG96, Bay96, CV01, CD01, CFFM97, CSS94, CM87, Van88, Xu95]. Calculo [BLM97]. calculs [MN97].

Calculus [AH96, Ano95e, AH92, AB94d, AKE94, BF91, BF96, BDS96, BD93, C'87, CH94, Dec94, Dev93a, EP94, EL98, E'92, EJLS96, FV94, Fat92, Fat96, Ful94, GC's88, GMM's89, HC95, HC96, Har94, Har92, HEB93, HL94, Isr96, Jud96, Kir95, KR03, Lop94b, McL93, Put94, Roy93, SSTW94, Ano95c, CJ97, Cor94, Ell97a, Gre99, HL95, Ken01, LHJ92, Par97b, Str99, SCMS96].


CAS [CA07, Dur19]. CASC [GMV00].

CAS-2000 [GMV00]. Case [Mav93, BF02, BF09, CA07, PS95, S93]. Cat [Gra94]. Catalan [Fee90]. catalytic [Bay05]. caustics [IA94c]. CD [Ano98b, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano03a].

CD-ROM [Ano98b, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano03a]. Celestial [G996]. Cell [DS94b]. Center [AHK93, Ano02b, IEE93a, IE93b, QBH06].

Central [Sk95, Bre88]. certain [JM98, Koe93, Sid94]. certifying [ME18]. Chains [Zim95, CDC'02, FF88].


characteristic [Wan95b]. characteristics [TP94]. Characterization [Car98, SW94b, Car00]. characters [GP92, HS92]. Charafi [Ano03a]. charge [Bre88]. Chebyshev [Boy93]. Checking [BS02a]. Chemical [TA94, TA95, Whi10].

Chemistry [Ano88, CVW93, GDS94a, GDS94b].

chercheur [CT95, CT97]. Cherri [Wu92]. Chevalley [GP92, HS92]. Chiang [GW00].

Chicago [Ano02b, Tan89]. China [SVADS07]. científico [RGM95]. ciphers [TT00]. circuits [Bra93, KSK96].

Class [Dev93a, Ron14, dy96, G993, QBH06]. classes [AL98, FJ93, Pet94, Ram98, Wu92].

Classical [Gre95, CT96]. Classification [Chi93a, HK89, LM88, Chi93a]. classroom [CGG's86].

Clean [EZ23]. Clemson [Ano03b]. Clifford [Ab96, ALP96, AF05].

closed [BCEW12, MNEA95]. closed-form [MNEA95]. Cluster [Har98b, SMW00a, SMW00b, SKB01a, SMW01, ČPV90, Vin92].

Clusters [LH93, ČPV90]. coagulation [Ik94]. coagulation-fragmentation [Ik94].

Coast [Ano03b]. Code [Bac96, Gon90, GS98, PG03, PG06, PG08, PG10, PGG13, SD10]. codes [ACS91, JS00].

Coding [Joy00, TW06, CC91]. Coefficients
[Atz94, SVV95, AV11, AFK+94, Cam06, FIBT01, GSF05]. **Coffman** [Kwo90].

**College**

[Ano95c, Lum94, BWB97, Bro97a, Put94].

**Collegiate** [Lum94, Lum93], **collision** [SD10].

**Colombia** [LVW88], **Colorado** [Har94].

**Column** [CVG94].

**Combinations** [BDE+13], **Combinatorial** [Dev93a, FS95, Hen89, LL95, JWK+21].

**Combining** [HT98, SW98].

**Combustion** [GKLM91, EG97, GKLM92].

**Coming** [CW05e].

**Common** [DK95, AV11, ENS92].

**Commute** [CLO92, CLO07].

**Compact** [C+84a, CGGG83, PG06, PG08].

**CompactPCI** [Ano00b].

**Companion** [DHM95a, Bar93].

**Comparative** [CVG94].

**Computed** [BFS93].

**Comparison** [AFK+94, Zot07].

**Compete** [HT98, SW98].

**Competitor** [Ano90].

**Compiled** [Dub00, LMRS08a].

**Compiled-Interpreted** [LMRS08a].

**Compiler** [DG99].

**Complete** [Boy15, HJOP03, WF90].

**Complex** [Asl96, Bil94, CCM91, CJR92a, CJR92b, Les94].

**Complexity** [vRFS+00, DET07, LTFN01].

**Comprehensive** [CVG94].

**Components** [Ano01, AFK+94].

**Composition** [Lah92].

**Computable** [Ngu93].

**Computation** [ACM94, Ano96g, Ano01, BSS03, BPS86, Chao86, DSS88, Doo99, DB15, Fee90, Gia89, Glo98, Gon89, Jef98, JS92, JKP98, KH97, KMG96, Lai94, Lak96, Lee93, LMS07, LMRS08a, McD97, MCG13, Ngu93, Ngu94, OP95, PES93, SEL1, Var95, Wan92, Was02, WZ90, Wat91, vdHvH12, AAFM01, AFK+94, Ber94, BEEK94, BCLA83, CGGG83a, Cha90a, CV88, DST93, Fit93, Fit89, Fi95, G91, Gro90, GSD94b, HT85, Jon96, KRR12, KZ94, Lev95, LS96, PS95, SMF+90, SM+90, SF90, Sie93, Tay98a, VAS06, Van94a, VČ88, VC89, Vin91, WW91, Wy93, qXbL04, de 93, de 95, Gut04].

**Computational** [AHK93, Ano88, Ano97b, D394a, Faj91, ÖS94, Ryb98, Top99, Whi10, Ano98b, Bet98, CLO92, CLO07, Mic90, Sid94, ZJE95, Zac96, SvADS07].

**Computations** [CP93, GDS94a, WWK92, Abh96, ALP96, Bog16, Fri97, FIT03, Io94, Wan90].

**Computer** [Boy15, Die92, Shi93].

**Computer-aided** [DJ89, KD90, KK91].

**Computer Algebra** [Sch03a, FOW87].

**Computer-based** [IA93].

**Computeralgebra-Systemen** [Ben98, Kam93].

**Computers** [CHM94, Dev92, Dev93c, Dev94a, Dev94b, Gre93, Tan94, Wat95a, Wat95b, VAS06, Van94a, VČ88, VC89, Vin91, WW91, Wy93, qXbL04, de 93, de 95, Gut04].

**Computational** [AHK93, Ano88, Ano97b, D394a, Faj91, ÖS94, Ryb98, Top99, Whi10, Ano98b, Bet98, CLO92, CLO07, Mic90, Sid94, ZJE95, Zac96, SvADS07].

**Computations** [CP93, GDS94a, WWK92, Abh96, ALP96, Bog16, Fri97, FIT03, Io94, Wan90].

**Compute** [Boy15, Die92, Shi93].

**Computer** [ADG+01, AV02, AHK93, Ano95a, Ano97d, Ano03b, Asl96, BMW94, B394, BCLA83, BD93, C+84a, CGG+86, DST88, DST93, DJ89, DVP14, EMD07, FS95, FOW78, FF88, GMV00, GW00, GCL92, GKW03, HWH91, Har98b, HSW94, HSW98, HH95, IA93, Kol00, KN94, KD90, LEGS93, M+94, Mur94, Pro00, Rie94, Sch99b, Sch01a, Sch03a, Sco5, Ska95, SSV95, TH94, VeI97, Wes99, vH83, Akr89, Ben89, B393, BS99, Car96, CGG83, CvG92, CSS94, Die92, FP99, FP95, KK91, Koe92b, KSK96, LH92, LM91a, Mat89, Mat90, MBC92, Pav85, PF95, SMB03, SH98, Sny95, Ste94, SH10, Tsa93, LM91b, Vui02, Wan96, YSH96, CvG92, Bag95].

**Computer-aided** [DJ89, KD90, KK91].

**Computer Algebra** [Sch03a, FOW87].

**Computer-based** [IA93].

**Computeralgebra** [Ben98, Kam93].

**Computeralgebra-Systemen** [Ben98].

**Computers** [CHM94, Dev92, Dev93c, Dev94a, Dev94b, Gre93, Tan94, Wat95a, Wat95b].

**Computing** [AG94, ALL04, BR09, BCEW12, BP92, BKR+91, Car97a, CD+11, Cor95b, DP11, DK95, EP96a, EP96b, EP96c, EP04a, GH93, GH95, GMV00, Glo91, Gru93, Har97, HR92, Kå93, Le01, LTFN01, SMW00a, SMW00c, SKB01a, SMW01, Ste96, Stu89, Top99, Wri01, van94c, Bar93, BS03, Ben89, BR02, BS11, CC92, CDF92, CM11, Dom03, EP03, GH04, GLHR19, GHL+00, GKH97, AK90, Har14, Har15, JLL91, LP05, LM93, M+94, Ngu93].
Mal01, Mö107, QBH06, Sei92, Vän94d, Wou86, jZFB010, dN93, van94b, van95).

Concepts [Ano00a]. Concise [Str94b]. Condensed [GKLM91, ÖZS94, GKLM92]. Condensed-Phase [GKLM91, GKLM92]. conditional [Bia00]. conditions [Cam06]. Cone [Har98a, Har00]. Conference [ACM82, AHK93, Ano02b, Bod01, CC92, GK20, Glo91, GH84, Gra94, IEE93a, IEE93b, Lum94, Mal01, Nes93, S+01, SvADS07, SW94a, Tan89, TRC94, Tod07, vH83, Gra93, HA94, JLL91, Lum93, SSKT91, Ska95, Top99, dN93].

corriges [LM98a, LM98b]. Cosmevic [Was04]. Counting [EJ91]. Correspondence [IEE93a]. Correspondence [IEE93b]. Correspondence [Cam06].

converting [Gro89]. convex [AF92].


coupling [Fri97, FVGF98, FIBT01, FIT03, Fri09, GFF01, GF02, GS05, IFF01, PFG06, YZ07].
courses [AL98, LM98a, LM98b, MNP97].

Course [CM94b, Kne94, AR06, LP05, Run97, ZJEP95]. courses [EM94, TH94].

Coxeter [BB92b]. Create [ES10, Ste08].


crystal [Jul98, KOM93].

cultures [TTL93, TTL94]. CSV [Ano00b]. cubic [CHF94, ES92, PGG13]. cubics [Alt91].

Currents [CPPV97]. Curriculum [FGH94, Gre93]. curvature [AFK94].

Curve [MSW00, Bro91b, Vol93]. Curved [Mur07b, Mur07a, PMS20, Vul03]. Curves [DP11, SMW00a, SMW00e, Ano98a, Bog16, Con92, ES92, JS00, KRTZ20, KK97, LSYL11, Rov90a, Rov90b, Sei92, Sei93, YJ99, van94c].

cuts [ECTB14]. Cyclades [Ano00b]. cycles [AL98]. cyclic [Bay05].

Cylindrical [BDE13]. Czech [Csk95]. Czechoslovakia [dN93].

D [BCG94, DB15, TTL94].


Dapsys [Ano02a]. DAPSYS’2000 [Ano00a]. Darboux [AD1M14]. Darren [Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano97c]. Data [Ano95e, Fri97, MP14, SW94a, Dou93, FP89, MP12].
ECT93, Ell97a, FH04, FF11, FOW87, GS12b, Hea96, HK89, IA92, IA93, Kim97, KGB01, KOC02, Koe93, Koe94, bLpL02, LL04a, Lie94, pLbL03, Mat89, MWCY14, Ose96, Pec91, QBH06, Rod92, Rya99, Sid94, SC94, SH98, ST04, VMRA14, Vin92, VJC12, XYXZ16, Xie10, qXbL04, dYyR13, YL06, YC92.

equations [ZF91, jZzFbL10].

Equator [Ano01].
equilibría [BC94a].

Equilibrium [Ngu93, CT94b, SIE98].

Equivalent [BMW94].

Erice [BGR91].

Erratum [Ano95b].

error [Cam06, MBC92].

Erste [Bur94a].

Erweiterung [GK98].

Erwin [KN94].

ESP [Ano00b].

especes [Chi93a].

Essays [Yau92].

Essential [Cor95a, Cor92, Man92, BBB97].

estimation [CR94b].

estimators [BS05b].

étudiant [CT95, CT97, Ell96].

Euclidean [BV93, Kal93].

Euler [Bor89].

EUR49.95 [Ano04].

Euro [Bod01, Top99, Bod90, S+01].

Euro-conference [Top99].

Euro-Par [Bod91, Bod90, S+01].

EUROCAL [vH83].

Eurocode [CC91].

Europe [Ska95].

European [JLL91, vH83].

Evaluating [Ron14, GFF01].

Evaluation [LF95, TP94, AB01, CK11, CJR92a, CJR92b, FVGF98, GK91, Mcl94a].

Evaluations [DK95].

Evaluator [Kun02].

Event [Ano91, GK91], evolution [bLpL02, LL04a, pLbL03, XYYZ16, YL06, jZzFbL10].

Exact [Dou93, DP95, GW20, GU93, Ikl94, LL04a, pLbL03, LL04b, LTFN01].

Exakten [Ger92].

Example [AB94b, Zie07, AB99, AB05a, Wur96, Wri96].

Examples [CVW93, Gon88, Sal89, Sal91, CV88, Möl07].

Excel [Ano01, PM12].

exceptional [Gec94].

exchange [GKW94].

Excursion [Gar95, Lev92].

Exemplars [GSZ95, ZSG5].

Exercices [JLP99, MNP97, LM08a, LM08b].

exotic [Bry91].

Expansion [MH93, ALL04, VČ88].

Expansions [McD97, Dom03, GH94, Gro89, Sal89, Sal91].

expectation [Dou93, DP95].

Experience [DHM95a, DHM95b, Man02].

Experiences [FLC93, CVC94].

Experiment [Bil94].

Experimental [CC93, EJ17, Vivi91].

expérimenter [KL96].

Experiments [Ano95c, DG95, EM97b, MS94b, Ano96b].

Expert [HR92].

Explicit [CPV90].

exploited [Vin91], exploration [HJR+03, SKH99].

Explorations [Bug95, HC95, May99, Jud96, KT95, KT99, Opr00].

Exploring [AKEJ94, CcMMK96, HEBS93, Ros97].

expressionals [MP16].

Expressions [Pin94, CB01, DM05, GKW94, Jef93, YF04].

extended [SRRB91, FIT03].

Extending [Dub00].

Extension [Ron14, AB05b, Bia00, DDdMS02, GKW94, PN98, PPD05].

Extensions [Fa19], extent [Jef93].

external [VC88].

Extracting [YF04].

extrapolation [Gro90].

EZTerm [Ano00b].

facility [AB05b, Grä96].

Factoring [CM22].

Factorization [CES94, Mon93, Rie94, Ber97b].

factors [AV11, Lahi92].

Failures [BS02b, BS02c, BS05a].

falling [CT94b].

falling-leaves [CT94b].

FAQ [Bee05].

Fast [YJ99, JL94, LMRS08b, LMRS11].

Fault [Ano01, SKB01a, SKB01b].

Fearful vrFS+00. Features [Vin91], Feb [LW88].

February [Nes93, ÖSZ94, Ska95].

feedback [CR94b].

Feedforward [CP03].

Feigenbaum [SW90].

Fenchel [BV97].

Fermat [MP16].

Fermi [ABF14], few [BP92, Kla10].

fiBRE [HK89].

fiBRE-preserving [HK89].

Field [AGR94, Ano96j, Ber97b, DM05, Hol96, VČ88, Vul02, van94b].

Fields [EHR+96, Mur07b, DLV89, WII99].

Fields/Herrmann [EHR+96].

Fifth [Lum94].

figures [CT96].

Files [AGR94, Ano96j, EM97b].

films [Opr00].

filter [Dou93, DP95].

final [Stu89].

Finance vrFS+00, PG10. Finance/Maple vrFS+00. find [ADdM14].

Finding [ADdM14].
KT91, Tan89, Wan95a]. geophysics [DJ89].
George [Gre97]. German
[Ben98, tHB91, Ell97b, GK98, Ma93].
Germany
[AHK93, Bod01, CC92, Glo98, Top99, Wat91].
Geroch [CV01]. Gerthsen [EHR+96].
Gets [Was02]. Getting [CKM98, CKM04, Map03a, Map04, Map05a, Map07a, Map08a, MCG09, Put94, Wat01a, Wat02a]. Geyer [EHR+96]. GFUN [SZ94a]. GHP [CV01].
Given [DK95, Ahu91, BP92]. Glanz [EHR+96]. Gleason [CCMMK96]. GLie [AH97].
Given [DK95, Alu91, BP92]. Glanz [EHR+96].

H [Gre97]. Hakenberg [Jef08]. Hallett [CCMMK96]. Hamel [CA07]. hand [Sco01]. Handbook
[AB94c, Bee17, Hog07, RW95, Red93, Red94, Red96a, Ano96c, Con96, Con98, GKW03, Hea96, Ros96, Mea96].
Handling [Koo91]. Hansen
[Ano96c, SVV95]. Harada [Con92]. Hard
[Ano00b]. Hardcover [CT96]. Hardware
[Mav93]. harmonic [DJ89]. harmonics [IFF01].
Harper [Lum94]. HBFGen
[dYyR13]. Heal [Ano96c, Ano96d]. Heck
[Ano97a, Ano04]. Hecke [Gec94].
Heisenberg [EHR+96, vRFS+00].
Heisenberg/Zee [dYyR13, jZzFbL06, jZzFbL10]. Held [CV01, Nes93, AHK93, BBST94, CvGV92, EM94, Fit93, ÖSZ94, SKS91, Tan89, Wou86].
Helium [Dav88]. Help [Dur19, Ful94].
helping [Sco01]. hereditary [FOW87].
Hermitean [KD90]. Herold [EHR+96].
Herrmann [EHR+96]. Heuristic
[Mono92, LF95]. HI [KH97]. Hickory
[Ano02b]. Hierarchical [SZ94b]. hierarchy [YZ07]. High
[LMRS08a, BB92c, BWB97, PM07]. High-Performance [LMRS08a]. higher [CM94a, FOW87, VJC12]. Highlighting
[Phi04]. Hilbert [Bro91a]. Hirota
[dYyR13, jZzFbL06, jZzFbL10]. Hodge
[Rab96]. HOL [HT93, HT98]. holonomic
[SZ94a]. holonomies [Bry91].
Homogeneous [Wil89]. homotopy
[HJR+03]. Hopf
[AF05, Koh94, Nag93, PNG91, QBH06].
Hopf-Galois [Koh94]. Horbatsch [SMC97].
HotGAMS [Bra96]. HR [Col05]. Hrebicek
[Ste96]. Hubbard [Vit92]. Hughes
[CCMMK96]. Hughes-Hallett [CCMMK96].
hulls [AF92]. Hungarian
[Ano00a, Ano02a].
Introduction

[ASV04, Ano94a, Ban94, CGG83b, CGG84, C+85a, C+85b, C+85c, CFG+86, CGG+88a, C+89, CGG+89, CGG+90, CGG+92, Cor95a, Corx, CT94, EJ17, FM94, G+13, GM94, HC92, He93, HK95, He96, He03, Kr+97, KL96, Lev98, NW97, Sch98b, Sch99c, Sch99e, St99, Str94b, TW06, Var95, VV13, Zac96, Zie07, vRFS+00, Bay94, BR02, BS11, Bro97a, Cor92, CT97, CT01, CLO92, CLO07, Fi97, Lem97, NW96, SH90, ST04, Sza02, YSH96, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano04, Ryb98].

Investigating [CB01].

Investigations [MS94a].

Investigative [FOW87].

Investigative [FOW87].

Investigative [FOW87].

Invited [SMW00b].

ionisation [GG12].

ISOLDE [BPS12].

Isotropic [BLD96].

ISSAC


itsol [Izu14].

IUTAM [BBST94].

IV [IFF01].

Iwahori [Gec94].

Iwahori-Hecke [Gec94].

IZIC [FKM95].

Izmir [EM94].

Java

[Ano01, Ano04, Kun02, LP05, LS04, Sch99b].

JCNN [IEE93b].

Jeffery [CA07].

Jerzy [Gan03].

Jets [Bar91].

Jiří [Ste96].

John [Ano96a, CVG94].

Joint [IEE93b, LM91a, LM91b].

Jose [SE11].

Joseph [Ano97b, Ryb98].

Joy [Gro96].

Julian [Zei92].

July [ACM94, Bro93, Bro07, Cha86, Doo99, EM94, Gia89, Gon89, Gut04, HR92, Jef08, KH97, Lak96, Lev95, M+94, Wan92, Wat91, vdHvH12, GH84].

June [Ano02b, BGR91, HA94, MCG13, SE11, Tod07, Lee93].

Just [Sim92].

K.

Kafka [EHR+96].

Kaplan [GU93].

Kassel [EHR+96].

KdV [MCY14].

KdV-type [MCY14].

Keith [CHM94].

kernel [BV93].

Kernels [Pet01b].

Kevin [Ano96a].

Kiev [Bro93].

kinematic [Kim97].

kind [Boy15].

kinematics [AHK93].

Kinetic [CPR87].

kinetics [CR94a, YB00a].

Kingdom [ACM94].

Klimek [Ano98a].

Kloeden [Gan03, Sto03].

nout [KU03].

Kofler [EHR+96].

Kolodner [Kwo90].

Kolodner-Coffman [Kwo90].

Kopenhagen [EHR+96].

Kopenhagen/Luchner [EHR+96].

Korteweg [Lev92].

Kosmologie [vRFS+00].

Kosmologie/Meschede [vRFS+00].

Kovacic [UW95].

Kovalevskaya [KBBG91].

Kraft [vRFS+00].

Kramers [FM94].

Kreyszig [KN94].

Kurvendiskussion [Sch93a].

Kutta [Cam06].

L.

[Ano96a, Ano96c, CT96, Men96, Ryb98, Wri96].

L. [Con92].

1986 [Tan89].

Laar [Lev92].

Lab [Wat95, Wat95d, Wat95g, Wat95e, Ano97c, RC96, RC97].

Labahn [Ano96d].

Laboratories [BF91].

Laboratory [EM97a, Con96, Con97, Con98, Hea96, SCMS96].

Labs [FV94, Fat92, Fat96, Har94, BDS96, LL96, KR03].

Lafayette
[Pie93, Aht91, GFF01]. Many-Body
[Pie93]. many-particle [GFF01].
MAPinsure [AST96]. MAPLE
[Ben98, JKP98, PS95, Ste96, Ano95e, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96h, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano00b, Ano03a, AB01, Bag95, Cha90b, Cha91, Cor96a, EHR +96, GK98, Gre97, Har15, HHR96a, Hea96, Lop94a, Mad92, Mea96, MD96, NWF97, Ryb98, Tan99, Vet95, Vod82, Wer93a, Wer93b, Wer96, Wri96, vRFS+00, AZ91, Ano94a, AST96, AH97, Bar01, Bay96, Bay05, BCG+05, Ben98, Bor89, Bra93, Bro97a, C+90, CB02, CCM02, CQL11, Cyg96, CMC92, Die92, Dou96, EGG7, FFB99, Fit89, GH93, GKL91, Gar99b, GGC83, GS89, GF92, GLHR19, Gom90, Gre95, Her01, He95, IS00, IA92, JT91, JMK04, JKP03, JS00, KRTZ20, KBG01, KOC02, LMX05, Lev92, LMRS08b, Lyn01, Mc97, Mc94b, Mur07b, Mur07a, Ose96, PN98, Pie93, PG03, PG06, PG10, PGG13, PNG91].
[Pie93, PG03, PG06, PG10, PGG13, PNG91]. MAPLE
[Rab96, Rei96, Rod92, Rov00a, Rov00b, Rya99, Sta07, ST04, Ste94, TP94, Te90, Tho94, Van94a, Van88, Ve97, VJC12, Vul02, Vul03, WEM98, Wan90, W91, Wur96, Xu95, YB00a, YB00b, YZ07, Kir95, Abe93, AB94a, AB94b, AB94c, AB99, AB00, AB05a, Ab96, AF05, ACGL04, Ada97, ADG+01, AS94, AV11, AV02, AB02, AL98, AAFM01, ARL20, AGR94, A93, And04, And97, Ano90, Ano92a, Ano94b, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano96i, Ano96j, Ano01, Ano05, AR06, AB94d, AB95b, Art98, AKE94, At94, Ave90, AL00, AD912, AD914, BHC95, BR09, Bar92, BS03, BPS12, BF02, B09, BLM97, Bar96, B+98, BS03, BF91, BA94, BE95, BF96, Bau96, BV97, Bay94, BB05, BF93, Ber97a, BM902, BCD+11, BCD+12, Bet98]. Maple
[Bet01, BR02, Bia00, Bil94, Bis91, BM94a, BM94b, Bla5, BS99, BBMR95, BS95, BS11, BS02a, BS02b, BS02c, BS05a, BS05b, Bra96, BDS96, Bro97b, Bro97c, Bro95, Bug95, BD93, Bur94a, Bur94b, CB01, CDC+02, Cap93, CK95, CD914, CJ97, CV01, Car97a, Car97b, Car98, Car00, CS93, CD01, CDK94, Cha96, CGGG83, CGG83b, CGG83a, C+84a, CFG+84, C+84b, CGG84, CGG85, C+85a, C+85b, C+85c, CFG+86, C+87, CGG+88a, CGG+88b, C+89, CGG+89, CGG+90, C+91, CGG+91a, CGG+91b, CGG+92, CT94a, CML+08, C+11, CM22, CH94, CmMK96, CMM98, CM04, C96, CW05b, CW05c, CW05d, CW05e, CFFM97, CVW93, CM99, Col02, Col05, CM01, C93, Con96, Con97, Con98, CP93, C+96, Coo97, CS08, CJ90, CES94, Cor95a, Cor95b, Cor02, CA07, Corxx, CT95]. Maple
[CT97, CT01, Cos00, CSS94, CVG94, CM94b, C98, CGK01, CK02, CM87, Dav88, Dav01, Dec94, DP11, DG98, DM05, Dev93b, Dev93a, D95, Don97, DS94b, DB15, DDDM02, Dub00, DG97, Dur98, Dur19, EP94, EL98, E+92, EJLS94, Ell96, EJLS96, Ell97a, Ell97b, ECTB+14, EM97a, EM97c, EM97b, EM00, ES10, FH04, Faj12, FH94, FLC93, Fos01, Fos06, Fos11, Fri97, FVG998, FIBT01, FFT03, Fri09, Fu91, GFF94, GF01, GF02, GS96, GH95, GH97, GH04, GW20, GI09, Gar97, Gar99a, Gar02, GS12a, Gau99, GCG81a, GCG81b, GC+88, GMM+89, GK20, G98, GH03, G93, GHL+00, Glo93, GS95, GS98, G93, G98, Gr96, Gre95, Gre99, GS12b, Gro91, GKC92, GKM01, HC95, HC96]. Maple
[Har94, HDC94, HC92, Har92, HL95, Har98a, Har00, Har14, HT93, HT98, HJR+03, HHR95, HHR96b, HHR98, He93, HK95, He96, He93, Hel00, Hol96, HEBS93, Hor95a, H+95b, HPO03, H95, IOP21, IF01, IA94c, IA94b, Ioa94, Isr96, Izu14, JW+21, JLP99, JM17, Joh93, Jon96, JKP96, JM98, Jud96, Kam95, Kam99, Kam93, KT95, KT99, Ke10, KS12a, KS12b, Kin97, Kla10, KSS00, KSS07, KK97, Kne94, Kof94a, Kof94b, Ko97, Ko97, Kom95, Koo91, KU03, KRR10, KRR12, Kra07,
Man02, Mon94, MP14, SH09, Was04, AR06, BS11, CC92, Ell97b, GKW94, Hen94, Jon96, Ric02, Run97, SMFC92, Wan06, YF04.

Mathematical-Function [Bee17].
Mathematicians [DPV14, SKH99].
Mathematics [CHM94, CVG94, Dev92, Dev93c, Dev94a, Dev94b, DG99, EJ17, FGH94, Har14, HHR95, KN94, LW88, Lop93, Lum94, RW95, Rob96, Sch93b, ASV04, And97, Ano96b, Ben98, Ber93, BWB97, CJ97, CGG + 86, DS94a, DG95, GW00, Lop94a, Lum93, Mat90, Opr90, Ros97, SLC07, Shio9, SHK99, Tod07, Viv01, YSH96, Har15]. Mathematik [Wer93a, Wer96, Wes97]. Mathematikaufgaben [Wer93b].
Mathematiker [Glo93]. Mathematiques [Rot97, Ziz93, Don97, DG97, Dur98, JLP99, KL96]. mathematischen [EJLS94, Ell97b].
MATHLAP [Ben98, Ben98]. MathML [Ano02b, BMH02, Nay00]. Maths [Dou96, Fer98].
MathView [Wat97a, Wat97b]. MATLAB [WEM98, BF09, ES10, GH93, GH95, GH97, GH04, GS12b, KSS07, Ste13, Ano95, Cam06, CW05b, CW05c, CW05d, CW05e, Mlo07, Pri00, SH09, SCL95, Ste08, LS04, Ste96].
Matrices [Pii93, Zir94, BR09, JL94, PF06, FMM94].
Matrix [WY93, Cor96b, DM86, GFF01, IS00, KU03, KD00, KZ91, SD10].
Matte [OSZ94].
Matrics [Pin93, Zir94, BR09, JL94, PF06, FMM94].
Matrix [WY93, Cor96b, DM86, GFF01, IS00, KU03, KD00, KZ91, SD10].
Matte [OSZ94].
Maui [KH97]. MAX [CVG94].
Maxima [SH10]. maximum [BS05b, Jef93].
Maxwell [DVL89, ECT93]. May [SvAD507, SW94a].
McGuire [Gre97].
Means [SV95, Gro90, PN98]. mechanical [Les94, SMF + 90, SMM + 90, VC89, Wan95a].
Mechanics [Abe93, EHR + 96, Gro96, SMC97, TMH94, Top09, CT96, CV88, Gre95, Hor95a, Ste94, SH10].
Mechanics/Neuser [EHR + 96].
Mechanik [vRFS + 00]. meeting [Jef08]. Meets [ADG + 01]. Meier [GU93].
mémoire [Lev97]. memory [Ber97a].
Meschede [vRFS + 00]. mesh [GS12a].

metabolic [YB00b]. Method [BCG + 05, Ges95, JT91, San96, Te02, BG90, CM94a, Dom03, DDDMS02, GS89, Gro90, GKaM01, JL94, KU03, Kwo90, LL04b, Liu19, Stu89, Wan95b, Yan94].
Methods [Wern96]. Metode [Ano88, Bay94, Boy93, GLo91, MS94b, OSZ94, Rao02, Rie94, AR06, Ban01, FOW87, GS12b, Par00, Pec91, Ric02, Run97, Wan06, WA96, Whi10, ZF91].
metody [ZF91]. Mexico [ACM82].
Michigan [Lee93]. Micro [CW92].
Micro-analysis [CW92]. Microsoft [PM12].
Minimal [Le01]. MiniMaple [KS13].
middle [Jef08].
Meets [ADG + 01]. Meier [GU93].
memoire [Lev97].
memory [Ber97a].
Meschede [vRFS + 00]. mesh [GS12a].

FIT03, Fri09, GFF01, GF02, GS05, IS00, IFF01, Ose96, PF06, Wan95a].

Proceedings

[ACM94, AHK93, Ano00a, Cha86, CeqGV92, EM94, Fit93, Glo98, Glo91, GH84, Gou89, Gra94, IEE99, KH97, Lak96, Lee93, Lum94, MCG13, Nes93, OSZ94, SE11, SSKT91, SvADS07, Tan89, vHvH12, BBST94, Bod01, BGR93, CC92, Doo99, GW00, Gut04, IEE93b, JLL91, KSS91, LE88, Lop94a, Mal01, S01, WN90, Wat91, dN93, Bro07, Car96, Gia89, Jef08, SW94a].

process [AB01].

Processes [Pet00b, Pet00c, Pet01a, Res92, VV13, Tal94].

Processing [Ano02a, IEE93a, Mol94, MS94b, Bod01, S01].

Program [BCG05, AZ91, AH97, BS03, Bis91, Bog16, BWB97, CB01, CD01, KSK96, Leo86, QBH06, Rah96, Rod92, VAM94, Ze91].

programmation [MNP97].

Programmer [MP97].

Programmers [Cor95a, Cor02].

Programmieren [MD96].

Programming [ACM92, AB02, Ano96d, Bee17, BCD+11, BCD+12, Dub00, LMS07, LMR808a, Mav93, MGH+96, MGH+98, MGH+01, MGH+02a, MGH+02b, MGH+03a, MGH+03b, MGH+05a, MGH+05b, MGH+07a, MGH+07b, MGH+08a, MGH+08b, MGH+09a, MGH+09b, MGH+10a, MGH+10b, Vod82, Zie07, Ano97b, Ano93a, BR02, Bra93, GS12a, GWV93, Phi04, PC02, Ryb98, Schulz93, Zacz96].

Programs [CW92, FV94, KS12a, KS12b, GS98, Gro98, KS13, Ste94, SH10].

Progress [Ano00b, CM94a, Cha90a, KM96].

Project [Roe94, Ano95c, ES10].

projective [GHL+00].

Projects

[BF96, EP96a, GH03, Kir95, Str99].

proof [Rei96, SI04, Ze92].

Properties

[tHB91, CT94b, YC07].

protocol [HKW94].

proves [AZ91].

Proving

[ADG+01, Wan95a, Ze91].

pseudogroups

[LRB95].

Pseudoprimes [Arn95].

Psice

[LM98a, LM98b].

PS solver [ADdM12].

PTopo [KRTZ20].

Publication [CW05c].

pure [Wil89].

purpose [Cha90a].

PV Maple [Pet00b, Pet00c, Pet01b].

PVS [ADG+01].

Python

[GS12a].

QPSI [FFB99].

QR [NS05].

Quadratic

[Ano00b].

quadratic [GS12a].

quadtree [LL95].

quality [Bee04].

quantities [GFF01].

Quantized

[Har89a, Har00].

Quantum

[Abe93, Ada94, Ano88, EHR+96, Hor95a, Ste94, SH10, Wic95, CV88, FF88, Joy00, SMM+90, VC89, SMCM97].

quartic

[LM88].

Quasi [GKL92, FFB99].

Quasi-periodic [GKL92].

quasi-polynomial [FFB99].

Quasispin

[Ano00b].

quaternion [Li00a].

quaternions [Li00a].

query

[CR94b].

questions [SW98].

queueing [FP95, PF95].

Quick

[Ano00b, BM94b].

Quickcheck [Hen89].

quintic

[ES92].

quintics [SW94b].

quinze

[Don97].

quivers

[GS12a].

quotients

[VHC17].

R

[Ano96a, CT96].

Racah [Fri09].

radiation [Wil89].

RAEEM [LL04a].

Rainey [Lum94].

raisonnée [CT95, CT97].

Ramanujan

[Bor89, Fee90, Gar95, Sil94].

random [TT94].

Range [Pie93].

rappels

[LASM98a, LM98b].

rate [FS92].

rates

[BB92a].

RATH [bPL02].

Rational

[AGR94, BS93, GK91, Rav94, AGR95, Bar95, DM86, Gro98, GR92, HJP03, LSYL11, MP16, Oka92, PS95, van94c].

rationally [Vol93].

Real

[TH91, AD90, BB90, CDL11, DET07, SE22, YA07b].

RealCertify

[ME18].

realizations [OP95].

Realized

[Ve97, Die92].

Reals [HT93].

Reasoning

[HT93, PW95].

Rebhan

[vRFS+00].
25

[JPL02, PLB03, LLO4b]. soliton

[FOW87, GIO99]. Solution

[AB02, CTE95, CJ90, CES94, DS94b, Hoh01, JKP03, Pet00a, BS99, CZL11, IA92, Ioa94, Rod92, SW90]. Solutions [Ano08, Ano08, GC88, GMM89, Izu14, San96, dv96, AZ96, ABF14, ADIM12, BCEW12, BC94b, CDS95, CDF+8, Die92, FH04, FM89, GIO99, GAAM01, Ikl94, Li00b, bLPL02, LLO4a, LSYL11, bLPL03, LLO4b, MNP97, Rya99, SMF90, SMM90, XYXZ16, jZFB10]. Solvability [CG95]. solveable [SW94b]. solve [ADIM12, Bar92, Gra96]. solver [SE22, WEM98]. Solvers [Ber96, PZ96]. Solving [Ano95e, Bar96, B+98, BCG05, Bro95, CDS94, GH93, GH97, GH04, GDS94a, MG94, Pet01a, SMW01, Sid94, Ste96, YC92, AYO3, Aso97b, Bay94, Cg9V92, DU97, DET07, GDS94b, HJ+03, LP05, Rua94, Ryb98, SLC07, Shi09, VC99, YAO7b, Zac96]. Some [BKR+91, tHB91, Con92, GWV93, JKP96, Mic90, SF90, SMFC92, Wan94, AZ96, ACS91, McL94a, VC89, WcV90]. son [DG97]. Sons [Ano96a]. Soon [CW95e]. sortable [Zei92]. source [Ste08, Ste13]. Sources [TRC94]. South [Ano93b]. Sozopol [To87]. SP [Ve87]. Space [Mun07b, SMW00c, BV93, Car90, CM91]. Space-Time [Mun07b]. space-times [Car90]. spaces [Bog16]. spacetimes [Vul03]. Spain [Gut04]. Sparse [MP10, GG12, PM07]. SPE [MNP97]. Special [Mon96, Ron14, BC09]. species [ALL04, Chi93a, Chi93b]. Specification [KS12a, KS12b]. Spectral [Boy93, DJ89]. Speech [IEE93a]. Speed [FP89]. Spherical [CTE95, DJ89, IFP10]. spherically [VC88]. Spiess [EHR+96]. spin [AKF+94, FF88, GSF05]. Spin-angular [GSF05]. spinor [CMC92]. Splice [Ano96k]. spline [Se92, Se93]. Sprache [Vet95]. Spreadsheets [CVG94]. Springer [Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano03a, Ano04, CT96, Ry98]. Springer-Verlag [Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano99a, Ano99b, CT96]. square [Ber97b]. square-free [Ber97b]. Squares [PM12]. Stability [BC94a, GW20, GKM92]. stack [Zei92]. Staff [Ful94]. Standard [GFS01]. Stanford [Wou86]. Stanley [vRFS+00]. Stars [Mur07a]. Started [Map03a, Map04, Map05a, Map07a, Map08a, Put94, Wat01a, Wat02a, CKM98, CKM04, MMCK09]. State [Ano88, EHR+96, WY93, Har94]. stationary [Pet94]. Statistical [AB02]. Statistics [RAB03, CB02, CS08, KT95, KT99, Sny95]. steady [CDS95]. Stehle [EHR+96]. Steps [Ber94b]. stereogram [TT94]. STO [PM12]. Stochastic [Gan03, Res92, SZ94b, Sto03, VV13, Xu95, Cyg96, CKG01, CKO02, KOC02]. Stokes [HT85]. Stop [BS02b, BS02c, BS05a]. Storm [Ano00b]. Stormix [Ano00b]. story [Ken01]. Strain [Zir94]. Strange [BB92c]. STREED [Yua97]. Streifzüge [EHR+96]. Strong [Arn95, EHR+96]. structural [IOP21]. structure [GSF06, LRB05, MP12]. Structures [FS95, MP14, FP89, Fr97]. Stuck [Ano96a]. Student [EL89, May09, Tan99, Wat95f, Wat95j, Wat95l, Wat95k, Wat95d, Wat95g, Wat95i, Wat95e, Wat95a, Wat95b, Wat95c]. Students [Dur19, Roe94, BWR97]. studies [BF02, BF09, BWR97]. Study [BB92b, DHM95b, Roe94, CA07, KDO90, Li00a, Sal93, YCA07]. subdierentials [BV97]. Subroutines [BFK93]. subspaces [IS00]. substructures [KSK96]. subsums [ENS92]. Subway [ARL20]. Successful [Kun02]. Suche [vRFS+00]. Sufficiency [Cor94]. Suitable [Com96]. Suite [Ano01]. Sum [FVG98, MP14]. Sum-of-Products [MP14]. Summation
Summations [Wan94]. Summer [HA94, Lee93, Lop94a]. Sums [Le01, Pak90].

SUP [MNP97]. supersymmetries [AH97].

Supplement [Mal06, WG83]. support [DS94a]. Surf [PMS20]. Surface [GKLM91, Sha94, GLKM92]. Surfaces [DP11, FKM95, Ano98a, KK97, PMS20, Rov00a, Rov00b]. Surfing [PMS20].

Surprising [Ber93]. Switzerland [Lak96].

Symbolic [ACM94, AAFMJ01, Ano96g, Bac96, BCG+05, BB92b, Ber96, Bro93, BKR+91, Bro07, Car97a, Cha86, CV88, CVW93, Cor95b, Doo99, Fit89, Gar95, Glo98, Gon89, GDS94a, GDS94b, Gut04, HR92, HT85, Io94, Jef99, KH97, KMG96, Ken01, KZ94, Lak96, LMS07, LMRS08a, LS96, Max93, MSW00, MCG13, Ng93, Ngu94, Pie93, Ro94, SE11, SC94, Sim92, TTL93, TTLM94, TMH94, VAS06, Var95, Wan92, WWK92, Was02, WN90, Wat91, qXbl04, dJ91, dx96, vdHVH12, ALP96, ACGL04, AFK+94, Ano03a, BD87, Be95, BCLM83, CC92, CGG83a, Cha90a, CC98, Fit93, Fiu95, GF92, Gr90, Har14, Har15, LP05, Leo86, Lev95, Mat90, PC02, Rya99, SMF+90, SMM+90, SF90, Sie93, TP94, Van94a, Van94d, VCS88, VC98, Vin91, Wan90, Xu95, de 93, de 95, Chi93b, Gia89].

Symbolic [KRR12, Tay98a].

Symbolic-Numeric [BCG+05, GDS94a, GDS94b, Roa94, GF92].

Symbolic-Numerical [MSW00].

SymbolicC [SH10]. symbolique [Chi93b, KL96, Lem97]. Symbols [Lai94].

Symmetric [Pro00, Ste95, Koe94, VCS88].

Symmetries [LW88, FFB99, HK89, LRB95, VMRA14, VJC12]. Symmetry [LLLL94, vRFS+90, FF11, Nag93, Vin92].

Symmetry-breaking [LLLL94].

Symposium [ACM82, ACM94, Ano88, Ano95a, BBS194, BGR91, Bro93, Bro07, Cha86, Doo99, Fit93, GW00, Gia89, Glo98, Gon89, Gut04, Jef98, KH97, KT91, Lak96, Lee93, Lop94a, MCG13, ÖSZ94, SE11, Wan92, WN90, Wat91, vdHVH12, CC91, Lev95]. Sysmac [Ch98a].

SyNRAC [AY03, YA07a, YA07b]. Synthesis [Shi05b, SRRB91, Shi05a].

Synthesizing [Tsa93]. System [AV02, Ano01, C+84a, CFG+84, C+84b, HH95, JT91, JS92, KMG96, Mur07b, Pro00, Sch99a, Sch99b, Sch01a, SVV95, TTL93, TTLM94, TMH94, Vei97, Vod82, Wan92, BD87, BSS03, Bar93, Ber93, CHF94, CGG83, CGG83a, Cha90a, CSS94, Die92, FP95, Grñ96, JL94, LHJ92, Li00b, Mat89, OP95, PF95, Sny95, Van94a, YZ07, jZzFbL06].

Systematic [KK91]. système [KL96, RM97].

Systemen [Brows].

Task [BS02a].

Tallyman [Ano00b].

Taylor-series [IA92].

Techniques [Pav94, Ano96j, GDS94b, Hol96, Sei92].

Technologies [Ano00b, Mal91, Ano91].

Telescop
Unifying [ES10]. Unipotent [GP92].
uniqueness [CDS95, Kwo90]. unitarizable [Bre88]. United [ACM94].
Univariate [Mon92, GG12]. University [Ano03b, Bro07, Do09, Glo89, Gut04, Kne93, Lee93, Lum94, Tan89, Wou86, BWB97, FLC93, TR94].
Unix [RM97]. Unix/X [RM97].
Unix/X-Window [RM97]. unstable [YBOoa].
Untergang [EHR +96]. Untergang/Verhulst [EHR +96].
up-date [Fri09]. Updates [Ano01].
Upgrade [Was04, Wat95f, Wat95i, Wat95g].
uravneni [ZF91]. USA [Ano02b, Ano03b, MCG13, SE11].
usage [CT95, CT97, DG97, HF92]. Use [Cap93, CV93, Dur19, de 93, de 95, Ben98, LM91a, LM91b, VC89].
User [C85a, C85b, GGC81a, GGC81b, GGC83, GH84, Glo93, Kra97, Lop94a, Mea96, RM97, Spi94, Tan99, Wri96, Abe93, AB94a, AB94b, AB94b, AB99, AB00, Ano92a, Ano94b, Ano96i, Ano96j, Ano05, Art98, Atz94, Bar92, Bar96, Bay94, Bay96, Bia00, BM94a, BM94b, BS99, BB99, BDR95, BDS96, Bro97b, Bro97c, Bro95, CL95, CGG+90, CGG+91a, CGG+92, CH94, CP93, Cor96a, CT01, DG98, Dev93b, E+92, Ell96, EJL96, Ell97a, Ell97b, Fat92, Fat96, FMM94, FIBT01, Gar97, Har98a, Har98b, HHR95, HHR96a, HHR96b, HHR98, Hol96, Joh93, Kol94a, Kol94b, KSK96, Lee93, Len97, LBP98, MG94, MS94a, Mcl93, MB98, Moll94, MGH+96, MD96, MP97, MG97+98, OP95, Pet92, Pri00, Put94, Ram98, Red96a, Shi05a, Shi05b, Shi98].
V [An96c, An96d, An96e, An96f, B+98, Bra96, CT97, EHR+96, EJLS94, Ell97b, Glo93, Kra97, Lop94a, Mea96, RM97, Spi94, Tan99, Wri96, Abe93, AB94a, AB94b, AB94b, AB99, AB00, Ano92a, Ano94b, Ano96i, Ano96j, Ano05, Art98, Atz94, Bar92, Bar96, Bay94, Bay96, Bia00, BM94a, BM94b, BS99, BB99, BDR95, BDS96, Bro97b, Bro97c, Bro95, CL95, CGG+90, CGG+91a, CGG+92, CH94, CP93, Cor96a, CT01, DG98, Dev93b, E+92, Ell96, EJL96, Ell97a, Ell97b, Fat92, Fat96, FMM94, FIBT01, Gar97, Har98a, Har98b, HHR95, HHR96a, HHR96b, HHR98, Hol96, Joh93, Kol94a, Kol94b, KSK96, Lee93, Len97, LBP98, MG94, MS94a, Mcl93, MB98, Moll94, MGH+96, MD96, MP97, MG97+98, OP95, Pet92, Pri00, Put94, Ram98, Red96a, Shi05a, Shi05b, Shi98].
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